
EVERY DROP
IS WONDERFUL



HOW DO YOU KNOW IT’S PURE? 
Invisible to the eye and even to the tongue, there are 
contaminants, lead, toxins, industrial pollutants, pesticides, 
and even dangerous diseases being passed through local 
water systems into our nation’s homes. Unfortunately, filtration 
pitchers don’t offer much real protection, and bottled water just 
creates more refuse in landfills and pollution from shipping. 

Water isn’t just something that comes out of the tap—water brings life to 
your kitchen. The cornerstone of healthy living, properly filtered water is 
just as important for preparation, cooking, and cleaning, as it is for drinking. 
Only Franke StillPure gives you the confidence that every drop is as pure as 
possible, so that every single drop will be wonderful.

A HEALTH-FOCUSED KITCHEN 



With filtration features discreetly tucked away to keep your sink area beautiful and 
keep your workspace open, Franke point-of-use faucets offer ample options that 
work for your specific needs. Whether you prefer the simplicity of a single-source 
faucet or the utility of a 3-in-1 faucet, there are many design-driven and functional 
Franke faucets that deliver filtered water exactly where you need it.  

FRANKE POINT-OF-USE FAUCETS
When you understand the importance of truly pure water, you’ll want 
to use it for everything you do in your healthy kitchen. So we created 
point-of-use faucets that deliver completely filtered water where and 
when you need it. You can instantly rinse, prep, and cook with the 
cleanest water, because it’s always right at hand with Franke StillPure. 

PURE WATER, WHERE YOU NEED IT



confIdence to know it’s pure
You’ll have total confidence thanks to Bluetooth® connectivity. Your Franke 
StillPure filter provides your smartphone app with usage data, notifications for 
upcoming filter changes, and even offers one-click ordering so new filters can 
be delivered directly to your door. Whether you’re rinsing, cooking, or prepping, 
only Franke StillPure lets you know for sure that your water is as pure as 
possible, because your filter is working and up to date.

Point of Use 
Filtration Faucet

Water Filter Water Chiller Monitor Usage

THE FRANKE STILLPURE SYSTEM

STILLPURE APP

Water quality determines everything in your kitchen, and your life. Franke StillPure app takes the guess work 
out of knowing when to replace your filter. StillPure tells you to change the filter before it starts passing 
contaminants on to your family. And there’s an entire family of Franke StillPure products to choose from, to 
make your kitchen water pure, stylish, and fully functional. 
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Re-order new filters 
right from the app
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dollars saved



RETHINK WHAT YOU DRINK



PRIMARY FILTERS FOR FRANKE FILTRATION CANISTER

Reduces Chlorine FRC06 • FRX02* • FRC07

Reduces Chlormine                               FRC07

Reduces Particulate & Turbidity FRC06 • FRX02* • FRC07

Reduces Lead FRC06 • FRX02* 

PRE FILTERS FOR DUAL FILTRATION CANISTER

Reduces Fluoride FRC08

Reduces Sediment FRC09

Reduces Limescale and Hardness FRC10

  Cold
  Hot
  Hot/Cold

AAll in one filter for cleaner water and healthier living.
BThe fluoride reduction cartridge reduces unwanted naturally occurring and added fluoride to safe levels in your main supplied drinking water.
CIn areas of high sediment, installing a Franke pre-filter will remove sediment and particles down to 5 microns in size. It also protects the second ceramic filter in a DUO setup by 
preventing the need for excessive cleaning, thus prolonging its life and effectiveness.

DThis cartridge will reduce hardness of drinking water and the unpleasant taste that hard water can have. It will improve limescale buildup in kettles and reduce the film that can form 
on the surface of hot drinks.

*FRX02 only works with canister FR9633 (not pictured)
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The Little Butler® Heating Tank
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Filter Monitoring Device
FM100
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